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SciÂ-enÂ-tists are reÂ-portÂ-ing the first sucÂ-cessÂ-ful use of cloning to proÂ-duce monÂ-key emÂ-bryos,
which they then used to proÂ-duce â€œmasÂ-terâ€• or stem cells that poÂ-tenÂ-tially could serve to treat
disÂ-eases.AlÂ-though sevÂ-erÂ-al speÂ-cies have been cloned, sciÂ-enÂ-tists havenâ€™t preÂ-viÂ-ously
done it with priÂ-maÂ-tes. In the reÂ-search jourÂ-nal NaÂ-ture this week, the reÂ-searchÂ-ers reÂ-ported
usÂ-ing a techÂ-nique called soÂ-matÂ-ic cell nuÂ-clear transÂ-fer to â€œreÂ-proÂ-gramâ€• cells from
adult rheÂ-sus monÂ-keys inÂ-to emÂ-bryÂ-onÂ-ic stem cells.The techÂ-nique inÂ-volved inÂ-jectÂ-ing
the nuÂ-cleÂ-us from an adult monÂ-key cell inÂ-to an egg cell with its own nuÂ-cleÂ-us reÂ-moved. The
reÂ-searchÂ-ers then inÂ-duced an early-stage emÂ-bryÂ-o called a blasÂ-toÂ-cyst, and teased out and
culÂ-tiÂ-vatÂ-ed stem cells.CreÂ-atÂ-ing emÂ-bryÂ-onÂ-ic stem cells through this proÂ-cess has only been
done in mice. It is thought that in huÂ-mans, such emÂ-bryÂ-onÂ-ic stem cells could be used to treat a
vaÂ-riÂ-eÂ-ty of disÂ-eases withÂ-out imÂ-mune reÂ-jecÂ-tion, as they could be taiÂ-lored to
inÂ-diÂ-vidÂ-ual paÂ-tients.
The sciÂ-enÂ-tists, led by Shoukhrat MiÂ-talÂ-ipov of OrÂ-eÂ-gon Health
& SciÂ-ence UnÂ-iversÂ-ity, said they genÂ-erÂ-atÂ-ed two emÂ-bryÂ-onÂ-ic stem cell lines from 304 egg
cells takÂ-en from 14 rheÂ-sus monÂ-keys. Their sucÂ-cess with priÂ-maÂ-tes sugÂ-gests this apÂ-proach
might work in huÂ-mans for the purÂ-pose of genÂ-erÂ-atÂ-ing emÂ-bryÂ-onÂ-ic stem cells deÂ-rived
from inÂ-diÂ-vidÂ-ual paÂ-tients, they said.In a reÂ-latÂ-ed comÂ-menÂ-tary in the jourÂ-nal, Ian Wilmut
and Jane TayÂ-lor of the UnÂ-iversÂ-ity of EdÂ-inÂ-burgh, U.K., wrote that such cells have poÂ-tenÂ-tial
not only for treatÂ-ing disÂ-eases but for unÂ-derÂ-standÂ-ing the geÂ-netÂ-ics of disÂ-ease. â€œIn our
haste to use patient-specific cells in therÂ-aÂ-py,â€• they wrote, â€œwe tend to overÂ-look that they have
great valÂ-ue for basÂ-ic reÂ-search and drug disÂ-covÂ-ery. For exÂ-amÂ-ple, such cells could proÂ-vide
new ways to study inÂ-herÂ-itÂ-ed disÂ-eases.â€• An inÂ-deÂ-pendÂ-ent team led by DaÂ-vid Cram of
MoÂ-nash UnÂ-iversÂ-ity in AusÂ-tralÂ-ia carÂ-ried out an exÂ-peÂ-riÂ-menÂ-tal valÂ-idaÂ-tÂ-ion of the
reÂ-search, acÂ-cordÂ-ing to the jourÂ-nal.
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